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Cutting-Edge Composites and Advanced Manufacturing
Additive manufacturing and composite materials including carbon fiber are already making good on their
promise to revolutionize manufacturing every bit as much as plastics and fiberglass did during the 20th
century, particularly regarding weight savings and mechanical strength. However, they promise a great
deal more including improved thermal conductivity, an important consideration as board manufacturers
create more powerful processors that require systems to shed even more heat from lighter and
smaller enclosures.

Turbo Featherweight COMe
• Composite Chassis
• Optional WiFi Capability

However, balancing the mechanical, shielding, and thermal properties offered by composites and additive
manufacturing, in addition to the scheduling advantages of rapid prototyping, demands a great deal of
experience in a variety of systems and environments -- experience that LCR Embedded Systems has.

Composite Material Features
• Dissipates heat 4 times faster than copper
• Weight reduction between 35-50%
compared to aluminum
• Excellent EMI/EMC shielding and mechanical
properties to meet MIL-STD-461
• Explosive/Pressure/Shock/Vibe to
MIL-STD-810
• Rapid manufacturing enabling quick
turnaround

Additive Manufacturing Features
• Rapid manufacturing of small quantities enables
significant customization and accelerated
development schedules with decreased risk
• Ability to create tailor-made materials
specifically geared for particular environments or
applications
• Ability to create multiple parts in geometries that
would otherwise be impossible to create

Featherweight VPX
• Slots for CPU/GPU
• UAV, Ground Mobile,
Man Pack

Supercool VPX ATR
• 5-Slot 3/4 ATR ARINC 404
• Superior thermal performance
compared to competitor designs

Present and Future: Our Research Into Advanced Manufacturing Technologies
While rapid prototyping and carbon fiber materials have initiated a revolution in manufacturing, questions
and challenges still remain when it comes to deploying these materials in the harsh environments in which
much of our equipment is expected to operate. Rapid development schedules and customization are only
part of the benefits that these materials must offer in such environments. They must also withstand
significant ongoing shock and vibration*, shed increasing amounts of heat as data processing loads
skyrocket, offer EMI/EMC shielding during hostile engagements, and still maintain a trim
weight and small size.
Many materials can offer only two or three such abilities, and sometimes these abilities
do not align in the same direction; for example, a material that offers excellent heat
dissipation in one direction may only offer strength and resilience to mechanical stress in
another. And of course, the more complex materials capable of meeting more requirements can be expensive and still require research and development time.
Thankfully for our customers, LCR Embedded Systems’ engineering and market research staff offers
graduate-level research experience in the physical sciences, enabling us to view these new materials with
an experienced eye and offer accurate assessments of where and when they would be appropriate and
cost-effective in addition to carrying out our own research and development . Add that to our existing
engineering experience in multiple form factors, applications, and deployment environments, and we are
uniquely qualified to ensure that these new technologies are developed and applied in directions that will
provide maximum benefit for our customers, the industry as a whole, and our warfighters.

Our Rapid Prototyping Capabilities
Top companies in
aerospace and defense as
well as rugged industrial
and commercial markets
have made 3-D printing
and other advanced
manufacturing
technologies a central
part of their strategic
planning. These capabilities
together with our engineering expertise enable us to
deliver custom solutions with the same speed, cost
effectiveness, and reliability as standard ones.

* LCR Embedded Systems tests shipboard equipment for Shock, Vibration, and Acoustics (MIL-STD-202G, 167, and 1474).
Airborne equipment is tested for Vibration and Acceleration (MIL-STD-810 514.6 DI and 810F 513.6 Procedures II and III).
Ground Mobile equipment is tested for Vibration (MIL-STD-810 514.6 DI and III).

When you choose LCR Embedded Systems, you’re choosing a sustained alliance with
industry-leading experts who are committed to helping you achieve your mission.
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